ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

47
The visual system reconstructs three-dimensional (3D) scene structure from images projected onto 48 the two retinas. Many cues, including binocular disparity, relative motion, texture, shading, and 49 perspective, are used to perceive 3D structure. Most complex surfaces can be approximated by 50 combinations of locally planar surfaces. Thus, understanding how planar surfaces are coded in 51 visual cortex may help reveal how complex surface representations are constructed. The 3D 52 orientation of a plane (tilt and slant) can be specified by gradients of binocular disparity, motion 53 (velocity), or texture. Human perception of 3D surface orientation from these cues has been well 54 studied, and the findings are often well explained by Bayesian models (Girshick and Banks 2009; 55 Hillis et al. 2004; Jacobs 1999; Knill 2007; Knill and Saunders 2003) . 56
Physiological studies in macaques have identified neurons that signal the 3D orientation of 57 planar surfaces. In the ventral stream, 3D orientation tuning has been reported in area V4 for 58 disparity gradients (Hegde and Van Essen 2005) and in inferotemporal (IT) cortex for texture and 59 disparity gradients (Liu et al. 2004) . IT neurons also represent surface curvature from disparity cues 60 (Janssen et al. 1999; 2000) . In the dorsal stream, neurons in the anterior intraparietal (AIP) area 61 exhibit selectivity for 3D shapes including slanted and curved surfaces (Srivastava et al. 2009; 62 9 no response from the neuron. In these instances, stimulus size was reduced until the neuron gave a 232 roughly half-maximal response. 233
234
Data Analysis 235
The response to each stimulus presentation was quantified as the average firing rate over the 1.5s 236 stimulus period. Each stimulus was typically presented 5 times in blocks of randomly interleaved 237 trials. Tuning curves were constructed by plotting the mean ± standard error of the response across 238 repetitions of each stimulus. Each tilt tuning curve was fit with a wrapped Gaussian function of the 239 following form: 240 The second exponential term in the equation can produce a second peak 180° out of phase with the 245 first, but only if the parameter A 2 is sufficiently large (A 2 is bounded between 0 and 1). The relative 246 widths of the two peaks are determined by the parameter κ, which was bounded between 0 and 3 247 such that either of the two peaks could be broader than the other. The best fit of this function to the 248 data was achieved by minimizing the sum squared error between the response of the neuron and the 249 values of the function, using the constrained minimization tool, 'lsqcurvefit', in Matlab (Mathworks) . 250
Each tilt tuning curve was fitted independently across the different cue conditions and mean depths. 251
In the above formulation, the two peaks of the wrapped Gaussian function were constrained 252 to lie 180° apart in order to reduce correlations among variables in the fits. This was justified by the 253 observation that bimodal tuning curves generally showed two peaks that were ~180° apart. To 254 confirm this, a subset of 58 tuning curves that were judged to be clearly bimodal by eye were also 255 fit with a sum of two wrapped Gaussians having independent peak locations. For this subset of 256 tuning curves,, the mean of the distribution of differences in preferred tilts (mean = 179°) was not 257 significantly different from 180° (one sample t-test p=0.603, N=58). We quantified the extent of 258 bimodality of tuning curves using the following index: 259 Here, A pref and A null denote the amplitudes of the primary and secondary peaks in the fitted curve. 261
With respect to the formulation of Eq. 1, A pref = A 1 and A null = A 1 × A 2 . When comparing tilt 262 preferences of a neuron across stimulus conditions (e.g., Fig. 5 ), we classified cells as having 263 bimodal tuning when Bimodal Index > 0.6. In these cases, differences in tilt preferences were 264 computed as the smallest difference between two peaks in different stimulus conditions. This 265 prevented spurious differences in tilt preference close to 180 deg that could arise when tuning was 266 bimodal in two stimulus conditions but the relative amplitudes of the two peaks varied. 267
To quantify the strength of tuning, we equated the average response of an MT neuron to all 268 mean depths by vertically shifting the individual tilt tuning curves. We then combined the data 269 across mean depths to create a single 'grand' tilt tuning curve. Note that this allows tilt tuning to 270 cancel across mean depths when the tilt preferences differ by close to 180 deg. Here, R max and R min denote the mean firing rates of the neuron (from the grand tuning curve) at the 276 tilt angles that elicited maximal and minimal responses, respectively. SSE is the sum-squared error 277 around the mean responses, N is the total number of observations (trials) 
where θ represents stimulus orientation (tilt), and r combined (θ), r velocity (θ), r disparity (θ), and r texture (θ) 284 denote tilt tuning curves for the four cue conditions. The mean response across tilts was subtracted 285 from each of the four tuning curves before fitting, such that the model tries to fit the response 286 11 modulation in the Combined condition based on the response modulations in the single-cue 287 conditions (see Discussion). In Eqn 4, w velocity , w disparity and w texture denote the weights that a neuron 288 applies to each of the three cues, and C is a constant free parameter. Since the stimulus in the 289
Texture condition was rendered with 0% motion coherence (unlike the other conditions), the 290 magnitude of the weights for the texture cue may not be easily comparable to the other cues. 291
However, given that texture weights were found to be broadly distributed around zero, this does not 292 substantially limit our conclusions. 293
To examine how sensitive model predictions were to the presence of each individual cue, we 294 also modeled combined responses as a weighted sum of two of the three cues. All combinations of 295 two-cue models (velocity-disparity, velocity-texture, and disparity-texture) were tested. The 296 statistical significance of the improvement in fit of the 3-cue model over the 2-cue models was 297 assessed using a sequential F test. A significant outcome of the sequential F test (p<0.05) indicates 298 that the 3-cue model fits the data significantly better than a particular 2-cue model. 299
To test whether nonlinear interactions between different gradient cues can improve the fits 300 achieved by the model, four nonlinear terms were added: 301 
where w velocity, disparity , w disparity, texture , w velocity, texture and w velocity, disparity, texture denote the weights of the 303 nonlinear response terms. Three of the nonlinear terms correspond to pairwise products of 304 responses to different cues, and the fourth term is a product of all three cues. A sequential F test 305 was again used to compare fits of the nonlinear model with those of the linear model. 306
We also compared a nonlinear power law model, without interaction terms (Britten and 307
Heuer 1999), to the models described above, to assess whether an overall nonlinearity would help 308 firing rates, the mean response was not subtracted from the tuning curves for these fits. Note that 316 the goodness of fit of the power law model was compared with that of the linear and nonlinear 317 models (Eqns 4 and 5); to allow a fair comparison, those models were also fit to responses without 318 mean response subtraction and without the terms involving the texture cue. 319
To test for clustering of tilt selectivity, we extracted multi-unit (MU) responses from the 320 digitized raw data and analyzed them in the same manner as we did for the single-unit (SU) data. 321 MU responses were extracted from the raw neural signals that were digitized using Spike2 software 322 (CED) by setting an amplitude threshold such that the spontaneous event rate for MU activity was 323 75 impulses/sec greater than the spontaneous rate for SU activity. To make the MU signal 324 independent from the SU activity, each SU spike was removed (offline) from the MU event train. 325
The success of this manipulation was confirmed by computing cross-correlograms between the SU 326 and MU spike trains (see Chen et al. 2008 ; DeAngelis and Newsome 1999 for details). 327
328
RESULTS
329
We recorded from 156 neurons in two monkeys and successfully maintained single-unit isolation 330 long enough to complete the experimental protocol for 96 neurons (see Methods). 3D orientation 331 selectivity was measured using random-dot stimuli that depicted planar surfaces at various tilts and 332 slants. Tilt is defined as the axis around which the plane is rotated away from fronto-parallel, and 333 slant is defined as the amount by which the plane is rotated (Fig. 1A) . Tilt and slant could be 334 specified by isolated gradients of texture, binocular disparity, or image velocity, and all three cues 335 could also be presented together in the combined condition (Fig. 1B) . Because tilt tuning for 336 disparity gradients was previously found to be consistent across slants (Nguyenkim and DeAngelis 337 2003), we fixed the slant of the stimulus at 65 degrees for most experiments reported here, except 338 where specifically noted. 339
For each neuron, we measured tilt tuning for the 4 cue conditions described above. To 340 control for potential artifacts of mis-centering the stimulus on the RF (Nguyenkim and DeAngelis 341 2003), we also presented each tilt stimulus at three different mean depths that were chosen to flank 342 the peak of the fronto-parallel depth tuning curve (see Methods). Thus, twelve tilt tuning curves 343 13 were obtained for each neuron (4 cue conditions × 3 mean depths). Example data sets from three 344 representative neurons are illustrated in Fig. 2 . We quantified the strength of tilt tuning by 345 calculating a Tilt Discrimination Index (TDI, Eq. 3), which ranges from 0 to 1 with larger values 346 indicating stronger selectivity. For the neuron of Fig conditions, but the tilt preference differs markedly between these conditions. Clear tilt tuning is 357 also observed in the Combined condition (TDI = 0.75), however the tuning is slightly broader and 358 the tilt preference is similar to the velocity preference but shifted slightly toward the disparity 359 preference. Again, tilt tuning was weak in the Texture condition (TDI = 0.44). As discussed further 360 below, some neurons with discrepant tilt preferences for disparity and velocity cues exhibited tilt 361 tuning in the Combined condition that was dominated by either the disparity or the velocity cue 362 (like that in Fig. 2B ), whereas other neurons showed combined tuning that was intermediate. 363
The third example neuron in Fig. 2C shows robust tilt tuning in the Velocity (TDI = 0.87) 364
and Texture conditions (TDI = 0.65), but little tuning in the Disparity Condition (TDI = 0.33). 365
Tuning in the Combined condition was robust (TDI = 0.79) and similar to that of the Velocity 366 condition. This neuron showed the strongest tuning for texture gradients that we observed in the 367 population. Note that the mean firing rate of this neuron was substantially lower for Texture than 368 other cues, perhaps because the texture gradient was presented without coherent motion (0% 369 coherence, see Methods). 370
371
Population summary of tilt selectivity 372
Using TDI as a metric of selectivity, we investigated quantitatively how tilt tuning depends on cue 373 conditions across our population of neurons. Marginal histograms in Fig. 3 Fig. 3A) , with the combined TDI being larger for 22/33 388 neurons. Overall, the average TDI for the Velocity condition was slightly, but significantly, less 389 than that for the Combined condition (paired t-test, P=0.025, N = 96). Note, however, that more 390 data points are above the unity-slope diagonal in Fig. 3A when TDI for the Velocity condition is 391 low. We separated the neurons into two groups according to the median TDI in the Velocity 392 condition, and we found that the increase in TDI in the Combined condition was highly significant 393 for the group of neurons with weaker tilt tuning in the Velocity condition (paired t-test, P<0.001). In 394 contrast, for the other half of neurons with strong velocity-based selectivity, mean TDI values are 395 not significantly different between the Combined and Velocity conditions (paired t-test, P>0.1). 396
This indicates that the addition of disparity and texture cues to a velocity gradient stimulus 397 substantially improves tilt selectivity when the velocity cue by itself does not produce very strong 398 selectivity. 399
Comparing the Combined and Disparity conditions, we find that TDI values are again 400 significantly correlated across conditions ( and the average TDI value was much higher in the Combined condition (paired t-test, p<0.001). 406
To examine the possibility that differences in tilt selectivity across stimulus condition might 407 be confounded with differences in response strength, Fig. 4 shows TDI plotted as a function of 408 firing rate (square root transformed to reduce skew in the distribution). As illustrated by the 409 example neuron of Fig. 2C , firing rates were generally lower in the Texture condition than the other 410 conditions. However, there was no significant correlation between TDI and firing rate across all 411 conditions (P=0.84, main effect of firing rate, ANCOVA), and there was no significant interaction 412 between firing rate and stimulus condition (P=0.99, ANCOVA) indicating that the relationship 413 between TDI and firing rate did not differ significantly across stimulus conditions. Thus, it is clear 414 that the lower average TDI values observed in the Texture and Disparity conditions were not simply 415 the result of weaker responses in these conditions. 416
Together, these results suggest that tilt selectivity in area MT increases as multiple cues to 417 surface orientation are combined, with velocity and disparity gradient cues providing the strongest 418 inputs and texture having a weaker contribution. Cue combination only fails to improve selectivity 419 when neurons have very strong tuning for the velocity stimulus by itself, suggesting that tilt tuning 420 is dominated by velocity gradients for these neurons. Data from the two monkeys were consistent 421 (circles and triangles in Fig. 3 ) and will be combined in subsequent analyses. 422
One might expect that neurons with congruent tilt preferences in the single-cue conditions 423 would contribute most to the enhancement of TDI values in the Combined condition. Indeed, we 424 found that the difference in TDI between the Combined and Velocity conditions was negatively 425 correlated with the absolute difference in tilt preference between the Disparity and Velocity 426 conditions (r = -0.32, P = 0.02, N=52). Thus, neurons with congruent tilt preferences for disparity 427 and velocity cues showed the largest increases in TDI in the combined condition relative to the 428 Velocity condition. A similar trend was present for the difference in TDI between the Combined 429 and Disparity conditions, but the effect did not quite reach significance (r = -0.24, P = 0.08, N=52). 430
Previously, tilt selectivity based on velocity gradients was described in MT by Treue and 431 Andersen (1996) and Xiao et al. (1997) , and Xiao et al. reported a robust correlation between tilt 432 selectivity and surround suppression. In contrast, tilt selectivity based on disparity gradients was not 433 found to correlate with the strength of surround suppression in a previous study (Nguyenkim and 434 DeAngelis 2003), and we did not find any significant correlations between tilt selectivity and 435 surround suppression in the present study for any of the stimulus conditions (Combined: r = -0.028 436 P = 0.79; Velocity: r = 0.0038, P = 0.97; Disparity: r = -0.14, P = 0.18; Texture: r =-0.05, P = 0.63, 437 N=96). Thus, it does not appear that surround suppression is generally linked to tilt selectivity. 438
Although the reasons for the difference between our results and those of Xiao et al. (1997) is not 439 clear, one potentially relevant methodological difference is that Xiao et al. measured size tuning 440 curves monocularly, whereas we measured size tuning using stereoscopic stimuli in our experiment. 441
442
Tilt preferences across cue conditions 443
We now consider the similarity of tilt preferences across cue conditions. We estimated the tilt 444 preference of each neuron by fitting its tuning curve with a wrapped Gaussian function (see 445 Methods). Since a small percentage of neurons show bimodal tilt tuning curves with two peaks 446 roughly 180 degrees apart, responses were fit with the sum of two wrapped Gaussians functions 447 having peaks that were constrained to lie 180 degrees apart. To obtain a single tilt preference for 448 each neuron in each cue condition, tuning curves were fit after averaging responses across the three 449 mean depths. The tilt preference was defined as the tilt for which the fitted curve had its largest 450 peak (but see Methods for calculation of differences in tilt preferences when tuning is bimodal). 451 Figure 5A compares tilt preferences for the Combined and Velocity conditions, with each symbol 452 representing a neuron that showed significant tuning in both cue conditions. Since tilt angle is a 453 circular variable, data points in this scatter plot are constrained to lie within the dashed lines that 454 define a 180 degree difference between tilt preferences for the two cues. There is a strong 455 correlation between tilt preferences in the Combined and Velocity conditions (circular correlation 456 coefficient, r = 0.76, P<0.001, N = 61), and most cells (72%) have tilt preferences that differ by less 457 than 30° between conditions (Fig. 5D) . A similar result was observed for the disparity cue. Tilt 458 preference in the Disparity condition was significantly correlated with that in the Combined 459 condition (circular correlation coefficient, r = 0.51, P<0.001, N =60), and 57% of cases showed tilt 460 preferences within 30° (Fig. 5E) . In both Fig. 5D and 5E, the distribution of differences in tilt 461 preference was significantly different from uniform ( Perhaps surprisingly, tilt preferences in the Velocity and Disparity conditions were not 464 significantly correlated with each other (Circular correlation coefficient, r = 0.22, P = 0.14, N = 52) 465 (Fig. 5C) , and the distribution of differences in preferred tilt between these conditions was not 466 significantly different from uniform (Fig. 5F , Rayleigh test, P=0.20, N=52). Thus, although tilt 467 preferences in the Combined condition were correlated with those in the Velocity and Disparity 468 conditions, there was no consistent relationship between tilt preferences based on velocity and 469 disparity alone. In addition, tilt preferences in the Texture condition were not significantly 470 correlated with those for the other cue conditions (Texture-Combined; r=0.13, P=0.38 N=42, 471
Texture-Velocity; r=0.03, P=0.88 N=39, Texture-Disparity; r=0.12, P=0.46 N=37). 472
To better understand this somewhat puzzling pattern of results, we further analyzed the 473 relationships between differences in tilt preference among cue conditions. When the difference in 474 tilt preference between Combined and Velocity conditions is plotted as a function of the difference 475 in preference between Velocity and Disparity conditions (Fig. 6A) , three main groups of cells 476 become apparent: those for which the combined tilt preference is consistent with both the velocity 477 and disparity preferences (red symbols), those for which the combined tilt preference is dominated 478 by velocity (green symbols), and those for which the combined preference is dominated by disparity 479 (blue symbols). A complementary pattern of results is seen when the difference in tilt preference 480 between Combined and Disparity conditions is plotted in a similar fashion ( Due to this lack of texture selectivity, there is little to constrain the texture weight during the fit and 500 the resulting texture weight was only marginally different from zero (P=0.03). This was the case for 501 many neurons as discussed further below. By comparison, w velocity and w disparity were both 502 significantly greater than zero (p<0.001) for this neuron. For the neuron of Fig. 7B , which had 503 rather discrepant tilt preferences for disparity and velocity cues (Fig. 2B) and disparity weights were marginally significant for this neuron, the confidence intervals on the 509 weights were an order of magnitude larger for disparity and texture than for velocity. 510
To quantify the results of the linear model fits, we compared the predicted tilt preference to 511 the measured tilt preference by fitting wrapped Gaussian functions to both predicted and measured 512 responses from the Combined condition. Predicted and measured tilt preferences were strongly 513 correlated (Fig. 8A , circular correlation coefficient, r = 0.97, P<0.001, N = 68) and 98.5 % of 514 neurons showed measured and predicted tilt preferences that differed by less than 30° (Fig. 8B) . Although linear model fits were generally quite good across the population, model fits are 518 expected to be good when tilt preferences are similar in the Disparity and Velocity conditions, such 519 that all of the tilt tuning curves are fairly similar. A much more critical test of the model is to 520 examine fits for neurons with discrepant tuning for disparity and velocity gradients. Figure 8D plots 521 the difference in tilt preference between data and model fits against the difference in tilt preference 522 between Disparity and Velocity conditions, for the subset of neurons with significant tuning in both 523 single-cue conditions. We find only a weak, marginally significant, correlation between these 524 variables (r = 0.29, P=0.05, N=46, Spearman rank correlation), and many cells with large 525 discrepancies between disparity and velocity tilt preferences show little error in model predictions. 526
There is a similarly weak correlation between the R 2 value of the model fits and difference in tilt 527 preference between Disparity and Velocity conditions (r=-0.29, P = 0.06, N=46, data not shown). (paired t-test, p<0.0001). Thus, the structure of the single-cue tuning curves for a given neuron is an 538 important factor for predicting Combined responses. 539
540
Cue weights 541
Having established that the linear model provides an adequate description of combined responses to 542 tilt cues, we can now use the weights of the linear fits to characterize the relative contributions of 543 disparity, velocity, and texture cues across our population of neurons. Histograms in Fig. 9A-C  544 show the distributions of velocity, disparity, and texture weights for 87 neurons. Most neurons 545 showed significant weights for velocity (68%, Fig. 9A ) and disparity (70%, Fig. 9B) , and virtually 546 all of these weights were positive as expected (filled bars). In contrast, only 15% of cells showed a 547 weight for the texture cue that was significantly different from zero (Fig. 9C) , and these weights 548 were sometimes negative. Note that even large texture weights (near ± 1) were often not significant 549 (unfilled bars), indicating that the weak texture selectivity did not contribute much to Combined 550 responses for most neurons. 551
Relationships of weights across cue conditions are summarized in Fig. 9D-F . There was no 552 significant correlation between velocity and disparity weights (Fig. 9D , r = -0.09, P=0.93, N = 87, 553
Spearman's rank correlation). Data points are color-coded here using the categories defined in Fig 6. 554
Notably, neurons with a Combined tilt preference that is similar to the Velocity preference (green 555 symbols) tend to have velocity weights closer to 1 and disparity weights shifted toward zero. 556
Similarly, cells with a Combined tilt preference similar to that in the Disparity condition (blue 557 symbols) tend to have velocity weights closer to zero and disparity weights closer to 1. This pattern 558 is consistent with the idea that combined responses of some MT neurons are dominated by the 559 20 velocity gradient cue whereas others are dominated by the disparity gradient cue (see also Fig. 6) . 560
No significant correlations were observed between disparity weights and texture weights ( Fig. 9E ; r 561 = -0.19, P=0.08, N=87), or between velocity weights and texture weights ( Fig. 9F ; r = 0.14, P=0.18, 562 N=87). Note that the 95% confident intervals (error bars) on texture weights are generally much 563 larger than for the other two cues. These results suggest that either velocity or disparity cues tend to 564 dominate tilt selectivity in MT, as addressed further in the next section. 565 566
Model-based summary of cue contributions 567
If the texture cue does not contribute strongly to responses in the Combined condition, then 568 eliminating the texture cue from linear model fits should have little or no effect. To examine this, 569
we fitted the data with another weighted linear model in which the texture weight was eliminated. 570
As shown in parameters as the linear model, it provides significantly better fits for only 14 % of neurons (solid 593 symbols in Fig. 11, sequential F test, P<0.05) . Overall, the mean R 2 value increased from 0.76 to 594 0.82 when the nonlinear terms were added, a difference that was significant (P<0.001, paired t-test). 595
The difference in R 2 between the linear and nonlinear models was not significantly different 596 (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P = 0.1) for neurons with similar tilt preferences in the Velocity and 597
Disparity conditions (red symbols) and neurons with discrepant preferences (blue symbols). Thus, 598 the nonlinear model does not appear to provide a greater benefit for neurons with mismatched 599 tuning in the Velocity and Disparity conditions. 600
We also considered a nonlinear power-law model that does not involve interactions among 601 responses to the different stimulus conditions (Britten and Heuer 1999) . To directly compare the 602 power law model with the other models, we fitted all models to the tuning curves without 603 subtracting the mean firing rate (since the power law model cannot operate on negative firing rates). 604
In addition, texture responses were excluded from all models in this comparison, given that texture 605 contributes little to combined responses overall. Although the power law model has one more 606 parameter than the linear model, the average R 2 was not significantly different between these two 607 models (P=0.11, paired t-test). In contrast, the nonlinear model involving interaction terms (Eqn. 5) 608 produced an average R 2 value significantly greater than that of the power law model (P<0.001, 609 paired t-test). 610
These analyses indicate that combination of 3D surface orientation cues by MT neurons is 611 reasonably well described by weighted linear summation. 612
613
Slant dependency of tilt tuning 614
Thus far, we have examined tilt tuning for a fixed slant (65 deg). We previously reported that tilt 615 selectivity in response to disparity gradients was weak for small slants and grew monotonically with 616 increasing slant, while tilt preferences remained similar as a function of slant (Nguyenkim and 617 DeAngelis 2003). Here, we examine the effect of slant on tilt selectivity defined by other gradient 618 cues, as summarized in Fig. 12A . In all cue conditions, mean TDI increased with slant (P<0.001, 619 main effect of slant, ANCOVA). There was also a significant interaction between cue type and the 620 22 effect of slant (ANCOVA, P<0.01), consistent with different slopes of the data in Fig. 12A across 621 cue conditions. 622
We also examined the effect of slant on tilt preference, combining data across cue conditions 623 to gain statistical power. Comparing slants of 25 and 45 deg, we find that tilt preferences are 624 strongly correlated (r = 0.93, P<0.001, N = 20, circular-circular correlation) and seldom differ by 625 more than 45 deg from each other (Fig. 12B, Rayleigh test P<0.001) . Similarly, when comparing 626 slants of 45 and 65 deg, we again find a strong correlation (r = 0.94, P<0.001, N = 41) with close 627 agreement between tilt preferences across slants (Fig. 12C, Rayleigh test P<0.001) . Thus, in all cue 628 conditions, MT neurons show the most robust tilt tuning for large slants. If tilt tuning is clustered in MT, then we would also expect to see similar tilt preferences for 644 MU and SU activity. Indeed, the distribution of differences in tilt preference between MU and SU 645 responses showed a clear peak around zero for all four cue conditions ( Fig. 13E-H 
DISCUSSION
653
This study demonstrates that single MT neurons signal 3D surface orientation (tilt and slant) via 654 selectivity for velocity and disparity gradients, and to a lesser degree texture gradients. Selectivity is 655 similar in multi-unit activity recorded simultaneously, suggesting that 3D surface orientation tuning 656 is clustered in MT. Tilt selectivity is generally enhanced when multiple gradient cues are presented 657 together, indicating that MT may integrate cues to represent surface structure with greater fidelity. 658
This occurs despite the fact that tilt preferences for disparity and velocity gradients are poorly 659 correlated overall. In addition, we find that responses to the combined stimulus, which contains all 660 three gradient cues, are well approximated by a linear weighted sum of responses to the individual 661 cues, with disparity and velocity gradients weighted most heavily. This study provides the first 662 systematic examination of neural integration of multiple gradient cues to surface orientation, and 663 suggests that area MT contains an early multi-cue representation of 3D surface structure. 664
665
Coding of surface orientation based on multiple cues 666
The ability of humans to integrate multiple visual cues to improve performance in surface 667 orientation or shape discrimination tasks has been well studied psychophysically (Cumming et al. 668 1993; Cutting and Millard 1984; Hillis et al. 2004; Jacobs 1999; Johnston et al. 1994; Johnston et al. 669 1993; Knill 2007; Knill and Saunders 2003; Rogers and Graham 1982; Young et al. 1993) In area MT, we find that tilt preferences for disparity and velocity are frequently 687 mismatched, with no significant overall correlation between preferences for the two cues. The 688 potential functional role of neurons with mismatched tilt preferences for disparity and velocity cues 689 is currently not clear. Thus, our results may imply that area MT is an early stage in the processing 690 of 3D orientation cues, and that further processing is needed to achieve greater cue invariance. It 691 should be noted, however, that Tsutsui et al. (2001) with tilt tuning in the combined condition also showed selectivity for disparity and perspective cues 698 alone. Combined responses were generally enhanced relative to the single-cue conditions, but an 699 analysis of signal-to-noise across conditions was not undertaken. Our TDI data show that MT 700 neurons generally have a greater capacity to discriminate between different tilts when gradient cues 701 are combined, relative to single-cue conditions. Thus, despite the fact that tilt preferences for 702 disparity and velocity are frequently misaligned, our data suggest that a population of MT neurons 703 may allow greater discriminability of tilt during cue combination. 704
Our results suggest that area MT makes a modest contribution to representations of 3D 705 surface orientation based on texture gradient cues. Although roughly half of MT neurons showed 706 significant tilt selectivity, the tuning was often quite weak. As a result, texture contributed little to 707 model fits of the combined responses (Fig. 10) . Could the weak tilt tuning that we observed in the 708
Texture condition be explained simply because texture gradients are a weaker cue to surface 709 orientation than disparity or velocity gradients? Although we did not train our animals to 710 discriminate surface orientation in this study, the available human psychophysics literature suggests 711 strongly that texture is not simply a weak cue in our stimuli. Two psychophysical studies of slant 712 discrimination have shown that slant sensitivity to texture gradients was 2-3 fold greater than that 713 25 for disparity gradients when stimulus parameters were comparable to ours (base slants of 60-70 deg 714 and a viewing distance near 57cm) (Hillis et al. 2004; Knill and Saunders 2003) . In these studies, 715 texture gradients were based on Voronoi patterns, whereas our Texture stimulus was a random 716 element stimulus with square elements. However, other psychophysical studies indicate that 717 sensitivity to slant in texture gradient stimuli is generally similar across texture types, especially 718 when the base slant is large (Rosas et al. 2004; Saunders and Backus 2006) . Slant discrimination 719 thresholds in response to random dot stimuli were approximately the same as those for Voronoi 720 patterns when discrimination was performed around a base slant comparable to that of our stimuli 721 (Rosas et al. 2004) . Therefore, we conclude that it is very unlikely that the weak tilt tuning that we 722 observed in the Texture condition for MT neurons was a reflection of the stimulus. linear summation provides a good description of combined responses to disparity, velocity, and 742 texture gradients (Fig. 8) . Moreover, little predictive power was gained by incorporating nonlinear 743 response terms into the model (Fig. 11) . One caveat to this finding is that cue-conflict stimuli were 744 26 not employed in these experiments, unlike the study of Morgan et al. (2008) . Thus, for neurons with 745 congruent tilt preferences in the Disparity and Velocity conditions, it may be trivial that combined 746 responses are well predicted by a linear weighted sum, as long as the tuning width of responses to 747 disparity and velocity cues are similar. Thus, the critical test of the linear model in this study 748 involves neurons with discrepant tilt preferences for disparity and velocity gradients. Crucially, the 749 linear model provided good predictions of combined responses for these neurons as well. There was 750 little dependence of goodness of fit on the difference in tilt preference between Disparity and 751
Velocity conditions, and model predictions were generally good even when the tilt preference in the 752
Combined condition was intermediate. 753
Note that we subtracted the mean response (across tilts) from the tuning curve in each cue 754 condition prior to performing the model fits. Hence, our linear model was required to fit the 755 response modulation in the Combined condition with a linear function of the response modulations 756 in the single-cue conditions, but the model was not required to account for the mean response in the 757
Combined condition. In general, we observed (e.g., Fig. 2 ) that the mean response across tilts in the 758
Combined condition was not much greater than the mean response in the single-cue conditions. 759
Indeed, the average sum of Velocity and Disparity weights is 1.38, indicating that MT neurons 760 integrate velocity and disparity cues in a subadditive manner. This might result from the operation 761 of some form of response normalization (Britten and Heuer 1999; Busse et al. 2009; Carandini et al. 762 1997; Heeger 1992; Ohshiro et al. 2011 ). Since our model did not incorporate a normalization 763 operation, we did not require the model to fit the mean responses across cue conditions. 764
Although our results are broadly consistent with the theory of Ma et al. (2006; 2008) , most 765 MT neurons did not apply equal weights to their disparity and velocity inputs. Rather, the 766 Combined response of many neurons was dominated by either disparity or velocity when tilt 767 preferences for the two cues were discrepant. This dominance was not simply determined by the 768 relative strength of tuning in the Disparity and Velocity conditions, as there was no significant 769 correlation between the ratio of disparity/velocity weights and the ratio of disparity/velocity TDI 770 values from the single-cue responses (r = -0.02, P=0.88, N=41). Thus, the factors that determine the 771 relative dominance of disparity and velocity cues in the Combined response are not clear. 
